
BEGINNING IN 2018

with Susannah and Ya’Acov 
plus assisting staff

“Teaching Movement 
Medicine is the ongoing 

dancing journey of stepping 
fully into myself. I love the 
support of our community 

and the ‘YES’ we all have for 
each other - it makes many 

things  possible!”  Rosie Perks
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Our core intention is to pass on the skills of holding space and guidance for other people to grow, develop and flourish, using the principles and practices 
of Movement Medicine. Our expertise is about how to teach this on the dance floor, so that will be a strong focus. However, these skills are transferable  
to any situation that requires movement. We are delighted that there are already many facilitators from our previous trainings offering this work in a wide  
variety of situations.

THIS TRAINING IS FOR YOU IF:

• You want to train to teach Movement Medicine as an accredited Movement Medicine Teacher or integrate Movement Medicine into your existing 
movement teaching practice

• You want to take the training to become an accredited Movement Medicine Facilitator in order to be able to use the principles and practices of 
Movement Medicine to hold space for others and apply/translate/integrate this learning in your own field of expertise and work

• You wish to take the training for your own ongoing study and are not sure where it’s all going to lead

THE TRAINING JOURNEY 

STAGE 1: INTENSIVE TRAINING PERIOD OVER TWO MODULES

All students will be asked to complete one community service give-away project. Throughout the training, there are regular one-to-one Professional 
Mentoring sessions with our highly qualified Staff. All Movement Medicine Teachers and Facilitators are expected to remain in one-to-one Professional 
mentoring throughout their careers.

STAGE 2: MENTORED PRACTICE

If you are intending to teach or to continue to become an accredited Movement Medicine Facilitator, your time as a Movement Medicine Apprentice 
Teacher or Facilitator will begin from the time you begin to teach or apply the work. This period will last for a minimum of 18 months. 

If you want more information, please check the page on our website. If you wish to share Movement Medicine in a professional capacity, then we look 
forward to receiving your application for the Apprenticeship Programme.

PRACTICALS

The next Professional Training will begin in 2018 and is only open to those who have completed the Apprenticeship Programme. 

MOVEMENT MEDICINE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
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